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1 Problem formulation

A storage room contains a bulk of agricultural products,
such as potatoes, onions, fruits, etcetera, see the figure. The
products produce heat due to respiration, see for example
[1, 2]. The air temperatureTa is regulated by a ventilator
that circulates air inside the room and through the bulk, with
variable speedv. Right in front of the ventilator there is a
cooling element with variable temperatureTc. The control
objective is to keep the products at a constant temperature.
The controlled variable is the product temperatureTp at a
fixed point. The input variables areTc andv.
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2 Analysis and simplification

The resulting model consists of a set of coupled pde’s with
nonlinear inputTc andv, and statesTa andTp. Because of
the nonlinearities, standard linear control design will not be
adequate. For fixed input values however, the system is lin-
ear. For this system, transfer function analysis predicts a
large difference in timescales of the dynamics of the air- and
product temperature. The air temperature responds fast to a
change of input, whereas the product temperature changes
very slowly. Ta also has slow dynamics since it is coupled
to Tp; Ta moves along slowly withTp. This is in agreement
with a time simulation and eigenvalue analysis of the sys-
tem.
We apply three model simplification techniques; First, the
input only attains discrete values, and is switched once dur-
ing an appropriately chosen time interval. The control law
consists of finding the optimal switching momentτ.
Secondly, the length of that switching interval on whichTa

is regulated, is chosen somewhere between the timescales

of the fast and of the slow states. Because on this interval
the fast states (air) settle relatively quickly after a switch of
input, and the slow states (products) move very slowly, all
states can then be regarded as approximately static.
Thirdly, the partial differential equation describingTp is ap-
proximated by an ordinary differential equation, by approxi-
mating its irrational transfer function by a low order rational
one. The dynamics ofTp can then be written in linear state
space form, and the optimal value forTa can be parametrized
by the optimal value forTp.

3 Control law

The model simplifications allow for an expression ofτ in
the physical parameters of the system. With this choice of
τ, the averageTa is optimal andTp will move slowly to its
optimal value. A controller can now be designed to steer
Tp or compensate for disturbances by adjustment ofτ over
larger timescales.
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